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gravity waves in the stratosphere
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associated gravity wave breaking event, but the
1. Introduction timing and location were not predicted well.

Their work successfully proved that a mesoscaleOrographically-induced gravity (buoyancy) model could capture the basic structures of
waves can propagate through the tropopause to these events. However, the model, described
the stratosphere causing disruption to high by Clark and Hall (1991, 1996), is primarily usedo altitude aircraft operations. High altitude in studying microphysical processes and cloud
turbulence (HAT) was first researched using U-2 formation, and has not been widely used as ao aircraft in the mid-1960s and reported by Crooks general forecast model.

) (1965). He observed that HAT from mountain
wave activity was more severe than turbulence Typical non-hydrostatic three dimensional
associated with jet streams or convective mesoscale models used for forecasting

Sactivity. A few years later a severe downslope tropospheric weather usually have model tops
windstorm and turbulence event along the front defined in the lowest part of the stratosphere
range of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado was with a concentration of model levels in the
analyzed and reported by Lilly and Zipser tropopause and below. Doyle, et al. (2000)
(1972). Klemp and Lilly (1975) and Lilly (1978) compared a number of common mesoscale
concluded that this event on 11 January 1972 models in two dimensions for the 11 January
was precipitated by mountain wave activity 1972 Boulder windstorm case using highly
occurring, in the vicinity, simplified topography and similar horizontal and

vertical grid spacing at high resolution. It was
Ktemp and Lilly (1978) consequently concluded that all of the models possessed

developed a two-dimensional hydrostatic model gravity wave breaking predictability.
to simulate this case and compared their results Furthermore, upper level wave breaking was
to the linear analytic approach developed by shown to be sensitive to the vertical grid
Long (1953) and a linear approach used in spacing, implying that the vertical resolution
Klemp and Lilly (1975). They concluded that used in prognostic models was insufficient in
there are two important requirements to resolving most upper level gravity wave
modeling real data cases; without control over propagation and breaking processes.
internal dissipation and the inclusion of a
radiative upper boundary condition (UBC), In this paper, the Weather Research and
predicted wave response would be unstable or Forecasting (WRF) model with the Advanced
over damped. Unstable or over damped gravity Research WRF (ARW) core (Skamarock et al.,
waves would, in turn, lead to incorrectly 2005) version 2.1.1 is used to study the effects
predicted vertical momentum flux, surface wind of including an upper boundary condition and
amplitude and vertical structure of all fields. the elimination of vertical velocity damping

typically used for forecast stability in operational
Not until Clark, et al. (1994) did anyone mode. Prior to the current version, WRF-ARW

attempt to simulate a Colorado windstorm with a 2.2, upper boundary conditions were not
full three dimensional non-hydrostatic recommended for application in real data
mesoscale model using high horizontal and simulations. Without an upper boundary
vertical resolutions. Their simulations condition, gravity waves which would reach the
successfully predicted the strong windstorm and stratosphere would be mishandled at the top of

the model and contaminate the model domain
leading to a noisy and incorrect solution forCorresponding author address: Douglas C. Hahn, depicting gravity waves there. Vertical velocity
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used to keep operational models stable and can This area is known for the Mistral wind
also be a detriment to capturing HAT generated which is characterized by strong surface winds
by gravity waves and their breaking. in the Rh6ne Valley enhanced by air funneling

into the valley from the Alps and Massif Central.Using WRF-ARW settings similar to those We hs id r ie t50hab
used by the Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA), When these winds are aided at 500 hPa by a
the operational vertical grid spacing will be ridge (or anti-cyclone)over Western Europe and
compared to a finer vertical resolution grid a trough (or cyclone) over Eastern Europe theycan lead to gravity waves generated by the
spacing combined with a higher specified model topgrap in Jan geteat. (0 Fg1
top. Some of this research closely parallels that topography as in Jiang, et al. (2003). Fig. 1,
reported by Koch, et al. (2006). However this
paper addresses the needs of the Air Force features of the Mistral.
within the WRF framework used by AFWA.
Koch, et al. (2006) discusses relevant
information to this study and the reader should
refer to that paper for in depth background
material.

2. Case Study
For this evaluation, a case was chosen from

a field campaign conducted at the Observatoire
de Haute Provence (OHP) in southeastern r7. ,
France from 22 November to 5 December 2004.
OHP is located in the southern foothills of the
French Alps with the Rh6ne Valley to the west.
The Rh6ne Valley is bordered by the Massif
Central to the west and the Alps to the east. F
Observations were made using thermosonde
measurements, taken in parallel with K..) ,, .

generalized scintillation detection and ranging , .40............(SCIDAR) (Fuchs, et al, 1998) measurements at Fig. 2. Geopotential height (m) contours for 500 hPa
OHP. Thermosondes measure turbulence pressure surface from GFS analysis valid 0000 UTC 24
directly via the temperature structure function November 2004. The point in the center of the plot is the
(Ct2) described in Brown, et al. (1982). location of OHP.

What can be characterized as a "light"
-- _,F_.__ S,.. Li- Mistral was observed on 23-24 November 2004.

Fig. 2 shows the 500 hPa geopotential height
- ,pattern at 0000 UTC 24 November 2004 fromU' ..o..the GFS analysis as initialized on the 36 km

"ARW domain. The pattern is similar to the one
..- documented in Jiang, et al. (2003) for the

"� ","'',"- ... ,Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP) Intensive
Observing Period (lOP) 15 which produced
gravity waves. The current case differs from
MAP lOP 15 because the typical ridge over
Western Europe was embedded with a small
closed off low over NW Africa and the trough
over Eastern Europe was located further NE
than usual. At the surface (not shown), the• •/} typical "Genoa low" associated with the Mistral
formed near the Riviera as described in

) f2.• N' Gu nard, et al. (2005). However, the currentcase did not produce a surface low as strong as
in a typical Mistral.

Fig. 1. Summary diagram depicting features of the mistral
wind (from Jiang, et al., 2003).



The AFWA control ARW model used a
horizontal domain resolution of 45 km with inner
nests of 15 and 5 km and 42 vertical levels to a
model top of 50 hPa. The enhanced resolution
ARW version consisted of a 36 km domain and
inner nests of 12, 4 and 1.3 km with 82 vertical
levels and the model top set to 10 hPa. The
horizontal grids for both model configurations

, .were centered on the region of interest for the
case study. The runs were made using two-way
nesting and feedback from the nests to the
parent grids with a smoothing-desmoothing
feedback option.

. ;Modifications were made to WRF to use aFig. 3. Surface observations for Europe at 0000 UTC 24 diffusive damping layer as a UBC for the
November 2004 (courtesy Plymouth State Weather Center). enhanced ARW model. The UBC is described

The SCIDAR measurements and as a gravity wave absorbing layer in Skamarock,
thermosonde data confirmed optical turbulence et al. (2005) and follows the Klemp and Lilly
at a height of 13-14 km on the night of 23-24 (1978) formula to gradually increase eddy
November 2004. In Fritts, et al. (2003) it is viscosities to a maximum at the model top. It is
shown that thermal dissipation, associated with controlled in the model by choosing the depth of
optical turbulence, and turbulent kinetic energy the damping layer and an appropriate damping
dissipation, associated with mechanical coefficient. Without a sufficient depth to the
turbulence, are closely linked together in damping layer, the gravity waves would be
vigorous gravity wave breaking events. The subject to large viscosity variations at the top of
observed turbulence could not be explained by the model. If the damping coefficient chosen is
either convection or extreme wind shear (due to too large or too small, wave reflections couldwind speed, although some directional shear occur from the damping layer. A 5 km damping
was present). Surface observations (Fig. 3) depth was used for all enhanced ARW model
show that convection was not present during the simulations since a deeper layer would intrude
period and radiosonde data (not shown) does on a greater part of the model in the
not depict an unusually strong jet near the stratosphere. While the damping depth was
tropopause. constant for enhanced ARW model forecasts,

the damping coefficient was tested with values
3. Numerical Simulations of 0.01, 0.04 and 0.08.

As mentioned previously, WRF-ARW Spatial dissipation in both model runs use
version 2.1.1 was used to perform the forecasts second order diffusion on coordinate surfaces
used in this evaluation. The model was with vertical eddy viscosity computed from the
configured to AFWA basic settings used on the planetary boundary layer (PBL)
Joint Operational Testbed in July 2005. When parameterization. The horizontal eddy viscosity
WRF-ARW version 2.1.2 was released in is determined from the horizontal Smagorinsky
January 2006, that model was considered, but first-order closure approach. Default values for
the published changes from version 2.1.1 the time-stepping filters were used for both
appeared to be of minimal impact to the AFWA models. In order to test the impact of vertical
configuration that was already operating on the velocity damping (w-damping) on the vertically
target computer. Two model runs were propagating gravity waves, time steps were
configured to test the sensitivity of WRF to reduced within the enhanced resolution version
upward propagating gravity waves; a control of WRF-ARW to attempt to avoid a violation of
based on the standard AFWA ARW model the vertical CFL criterion which would also allow
choices and a similar version of the ARW model w-damping to be turned off. Vertical velocity
with increased horizontal and vertical resolution damping could unnecessarily suppress strong
and the inclusion of an upper boundary condition updrafts or downdrafts associated with
(UBC). significant gravity wave propagation and

breaking.



Finally, forecasts were initialized identically occurring over OHP. The AFWA control was not
using the WRF Standard Initialization (WRFSI) used in this comparison since the top of that
package from the National Centers for model was too low to compare with the
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) 1° Global radiosonde data above the tropopause.
Forecast System (GFS) analyses and lateral
boundary conditions were updated every six
hours assuming a perfect prog approach.

4. Results

In order to verify that the enhanced
resolution version of WRF-ARW can do better
than the AFWA control at the tropopause and
above, the 24 hour simulations valid at 0000
UTC 24 November were compared to the GFS
analysis at the same time. Statistics in Fig. 4
show improvements over the AFWA control
especially above 100 hPa. Total mean wind
errors in Fig. 5 show that the RMSE of the total
wind below 100 hPa in Fig. 4b are acceptable
for the enhanced resolution ARW model. ° 2 ,

,0 Fig. 4b. Same as in 4a, except for total wind speed.

4 24 1 01 41 (

Fig. 4a. RMSE of potential temperature of simulation at
0000 UTC 24 November 2004 vs. GFS analysis. Blue profile Fig. 5. Mean wind error of simulation at 0000 UTC 24
represents AFWA control on 45 km grid and red profile November 2004 vs. GFS analysis. Profiles are represented
represents increased resolution WRF on 36 km grid with by the same colors as in Fig. 4.
inclusion of UBC. The UBC depth is roughly 10 hPa thick
and begins around 20 hPa in chart. From these comparisons it can be deduced

that the enhanced resolution version of WRF-Profiles were also extracted from the 36 km ARW performed adequately on the 36 km grid
grid of the enhanced ARW model simulations with 82 vertical levels. Following this
along the balloon trajectories and compared assessment, simulations on the 1.3 km
directly with the high resolution radiosonde data. innermost nest (Fig. 7) were evaluated on howThe radiosonde data was from a balloon well the enhanced ARW model was able to

released at 2335 UTC on 23 November. Fig. 6 well the granced w mod assobiato
shows that except for the fine details of the resolve the gravity waves and associatedturbulence observed in this case. The sensitivityradiosonde temperature and wind profiles, the of the enhanced ARW model to different values
smooth profiles of the enhanced ARW model of damping coefficient in the UBC was also
follow the radiosonde profiles on average. The evaluated.
wind profiles from the radiosonde appear noisy
due to the high temporal resolution of the data Tests were performed with and without
and may be indicative of gravity wave activity vertical velocity damping (w-damping) in the



enhanced resolution ARW, but the results led to Since observation data for turbulence was not
only small differences in the strength of the available for this area, only the weaker case
forecasted vertical velocity. In order to test w- near the center of the horizontal grid in Fig. 7
damping, the timesteps on the 1.3 km grid were was evaluated, however attention to the
chosen to be 5 seconds to avoid vertical CFL structure of the vertical velocity field should still
instability. Even though the impact of including be given for the entire grid window.
w-damping was minimal, it was not used for the
tests involving the UBC in the interest of 440

eliminating one source of model dissipation.
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Fig. 7. Map of Southeastern France over the Provence20o 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 Region. Red bullet indicates the location of OHP. TheT-np.rab.r (K) northwest to southeast line represents the location of the
Fig. 6a. Comparison between radiosonde (blue) at 2335 vertical cross sections in Figs. 8 and 10.
UTC 23 November 2004 and model simulation (red) profile
of temperature at 24 hours. Model profile was extracted
spatially and temporally from 36 km grid data.
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NWrl Spo D" 1) 3 9 to I I .q1` o*1 m~n z1o MFig. 6b. Same as in 6a, except for wind speed. Fig. 8. Vertical cross section indicating orographically
generated gravity waves near the surface in the verticalSince we are interested in stratospheric velocity (cm s", color contours) and potential temperature

gravity waves and we know that gravity waves (K, line contours) fields (location depicted in Fig. 7 above).
were present near the surface during the OHP Vertical line at center is location of OHP.
2004 case (Fig. 8), only forecast data above the The 24 hour forecast vertical velocity field at
tropopause were evaluated. Fig. 9 illustrates 13 km was chosen since this was the
that greater gravity wave activity appears to be approximate time and area thermosonde
occurring over the Alps along the border observations were detecting turbulent activity
between Italy and Switzerland at this time. near OHP. The addition of the gravity wave



absorbing UBC (Fig. 9b) does subtly show that (yg) of 0.01. There are three locations above the
less noise is generated in the vertical velocity 13 km level in Fig. 10a where it appears that
fields, especially downstream towards and over waves may be near breaking; one small area
the Mediterranean Sea. Nevertheless, there is a between 15 and 16 km, another near 17 km and
weak gravity wave structure present in the a third around 21 km. At each location, the
horizontal cross section of the vertical velocity upward vertical velocities are the strongest and
field in the Provence region over southeastern the potential temperature contours are near
France. vertical, typical signs indicating areas of possible

wave breaking. A wave pattern is evident in the
vertical velocity field with wavelengths on the
order of 10 km.
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Fig. 9a. Horizontal cross section at 13 km of the enhanced
resolution ARW without the UBC. This is a 24 hour forecast ISM

of vertical velocity (cm s") valid at 0000 UTC 24 November. '"t

Fig. 10a. Vertical cross section of color filled vertical velocity
(cm s"1) contours and contours of potential temperature (K)
for the enhanced WRF model forecast at 24 hours, valid at

toot 0000 UTC 24 November and using a UBC damping
coefficient of 0.01. Vertical line in the center of the graph is

0•. -the location of OHP.

seto 
-to0---1

setto 0.12.12• - -----. ••

Evaluating vertical cross sections along a -northwest to southeast line bisected by the tqoo

location of OHP (marked by line in Fig. 7), it can •,
be seen that several locations above 13 kmn'M I I10" ,',, 4•,, .• W,, 1.1 1 ý Z
northwest of OHP show some type of gravity Fig. 10b. Same as in 8aa. except with UBC damping

wave activity. Fig. 10a is a vertical cross section coefficient of 0.04,

of the enhanced resolution ARW model using
the absorbing UBC and a damping coefficient



To evaluate the sensitivity of the UBC to wave activity and possible breaking was
different values of damping coefficient, Fig. 10b northeast of OHP during the SCIDAR and
and 10c are shown with coefficients of 0.04 and thermosonde observations. Although it was not
0.08, respectively. The largest difference in the presented, greater gravity wave activity
vertical cross sections appears between the appeared in the forecast over OHP prior to 0000
version using a coefficient of 0.01 and that using UTC 24 November. This disconnect may have
0.04. Noise in the vertical velocity field is been due in part to measurements focusing on
reduced in Fig. 10b over 10a, especially in the optical (from thermal dissipation) turbulence,
area southeast of OHP. The wave structure whereas optical turbulence occurs in thin layers
based on the maximum vertical velocities usually as remnants of. prior mechanical
appears more coherent and less fractured to the turbulence events as a result of wave breaking.
northwest. It is unclear how well increasing the

damping coefficient above 0.04 improves the
gravity wave absorbing UBC and subsequentlythe wave structures in the stratosphere.

.However, by including the UBC, the amount of
noise within the vertical velocity field is
incrementally decreased. Even with a Rayleigh

4-0 damping layer now available in ARW version
__, 2.2, better UBC choices may be needed. In

-_ Durran (1999) there is a discussion of gravity
--------- wave absorbing UBCs and their problems even
E,, ý ý - though they have been widely used for several

4 -years in models. One possible solution to
... current UBC problems is the perfectly matched

,-------o- layer (PML) approach developed by Berenger
(1994). This UBC has been used by Hayder, et
al. (1999) and Navon, et al. (2004) in simplified
shallow water models, however, successful

3 .o, , ....... 33 no, , implementation in existing three dimensional
Fig. 10c Same as in 10a except with UBC damping mesoscale models has not been reported.
coefficient of 0. 08.

The amount of computational time requiredFinally, comparing Fig. 10c with Fig. lob, to produce forecasts at these higher horizontal
there is no real improvement in the noise of the and vertical resolutions would be an impediment
vertical velocity field. It can be concluded that for operational forecasting. In addition, you
increasing the damping coefficient beyond 0.04 would need to have prior knowledge of where
will not improve the effectiveness of the UBC these gravity wave events were occurring in
and may even thwart it. order to capture them with higher resolution

inner nests. One possible solution is to use the
5. Summary and Conclusions Real-Time Turbulence Model framework

Simply increasing the model top and the described by Kaplan, et al. (2006) which
vertical resolution of the ARW model the automatically nests to the potential areas of
simulations were improved in the stratosphere. turbulence. Another prospective solution is to
Specifically, forecast errors were reduced above dynamically adjust the grid size in the model to
100 hPa over the control AFWA ARW model. give greater resolution to the areas where
The enhanced resolution ARW model compared turbulence is likely, as in Xiao, et al. (2005).
satisfactorily with radiosonde data even though Both of these methods are currently being tested
the model profiles were highly smoothed. using the WRF-ARW model.

There is evidence in the cross sections that In conclusion, even with numerous
gravity wave activity above the tropopause is problems, WRF-ARW is capable of capturing
occurring in the enhanced resolution ARW gravity wave events that lead to the waves
model simulations. Forecasted strength is most penetrating the tropopause and propagating into
likely weaker than the actual observations, the stratosphere. In the future, we hope to
Unfortunately it appears that greater gravity continue testing WRF-ARW on a new case
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